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film, "The Outlaw Josey Wales," he didn't know that
his stature as an actor was about to soar. Eastwood

had vowed never to direct a movie again. Yet, in
1976, he was given another shot at playing a

legendary figure in "The Good, the Bad and the
Ugly," a movie no one would forget. Alamo native

and San Antonio legend Josey Wales tells his story in
the new film, "South of the Border. North of the Rio
Grande." At the festival's New Frontier section, the

city's museum, Welsh leads a group of
schoolchildren around the grounds while a Warner

Brothers screening of the movie plays in the
background. "I really try not to do it too often,"

Welsh says, mentioning the project's potential to get
in the way of his long-range writing project, which is
about the Alamo. "I try to get things out and off my
mind. To try not to hit the same subject over and

over again. "
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